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"and what is the use of a book," thought Alice, "without pictures or 

conversations?” (Lewis Carroll, 1865) 

“I have made this letter longer than usual, only because I have not 

had the time to make it shorter” (Blaise Pascal, 1658) 

 

Could 2016 be the start of a great Unravelling?? In the UK and USA, ‘the people’ defied the advice 

and predictions of ‘the experts’. There were extraordinary acts of economic self-harm, social 

division, cultural rage and post-truth politics.  Many see the global order crumbling, as the previous 

neo-liberal market democratic model no longer seems to hold the trust of the people. This is a 

massive challenge, for a world already on the threshold of irreversible climate change, economic 

fragility and social tension. It’s a great opportunity for demagogues and plutocrats who rule by 

division and distrust.  

It’s also an opportunity to understand more about human values and human identities, especially 

those beyond the rational. We might learn more about the collective thinking which has so far 

created our cities, economies and societies. Maybe then we could design more positive pathways, 

through this complex and turbulent 21st century.  

‘How to be a City-III’ is about these pathways.  Here, the ‘City’ is a proxy for civilization, and its many 

kinds of economies, technologies and politics.  And the ‘City-III’ is a short-hand for a city / civilization 

which is based on collective intelligence and human wisdom.  

It seems that cities and civilizations, from smart phones to symphonies, are shaped by a web of 

human collaboration, of collective learning and thinking. But this web is often unravelled, misused 

and abused, myopic and psychotic.  It can be very ‘clever’ in running machines, or ‘smart’ in markets 

and innovations. But too often this web brings economic collapse, ecological destruction, and social 

fragmentation. And now it may be unravelling. So, we look for a more intelligent kind of web. 

This kind of web is like an ‘open-mind’, a web of synergies, of learning and thinking right across 

society.   This open-mind looks beyond the normal boundaries.  It looks ‘wider’ by weaving together 

the parts of society.  It looks ‘deeper’ into different layers of values and logic. And it looks ‘longer’, 

beyond clever or smart technologies, towards ‘wise’, human-centred cities and civilizations.   This 

wider-deeper-longer open-mind is the basic ‘mode-III’ operating system of the future.  

This book explores some of the pathways from ‘smart’ to ‘wise’... and so, ‘How to be a City-III’.  

These ideas emerged between the crisis of 2008 and the turmoil of 2016.  With huge questions on 

‘world order’ and the future of democracy, these ideas help to understand the unravelling, and what 

might lie beyond in this age of turbulence. 

Where is all this coming from? Let me scroll back for a moment, to some way-markers in my own 

journey. 

In the 1930s my great-grandfather Joseph Ravetz was a migrant entrepreneur building a family 

business in Philadelphia.  Back then the neighbourhood of ‘Strawberry Mansions’ was a thriving, 

multi-cultural hub of enterprise, music, politics and philosophy.  But a local bank failed, he lost his 
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savings, the neighbourhood fell into a long decline, and 80 years later there are burned out houses 

and trapped people.  One day we stood in front of the empty lot where the shop used to be, and 

met Dermott, a friendly ex-marine.  He told of many enterprises, with hot-dog stalls, removals trucks 

or baby-sitting services, each one killed off by racketeers, street-muggers or City Hall regulations, all 

in a once-proud birthplace of American democracy.  

In the 1970s I worked on the ‘right to the city’ as an urban activist (see Chapters 4&10).   In the 

creative flux of London, squatting in empty properties became a living laboratory, an experiment in 

sustainability and social innovation. I gathered the skills for entering (peacefully) and re-connecting 

hundreds of empty properties for short-term accommodation. Some squatters tried living without 

money, as a radical proposition, and now are wealthy eco-entrepreneurs.  Others, like myself, took 

the experiments towards the Celtic fringes, northwards and westwards….   

In the 1980s, I worked on the ‘right to livelihood’ as a community architect-planner (see Chapters 

5&8).   Scene: CEO’s office, Urban Development Corporation, Kwadzana, Zimbabwe: (JR): “This self-

build ‘site-and-service’ housing program looks great, so what’s the problem? (CEO): Well all the 

rascals and drifters are coming to harass our families, but you see that marketplace out there? (JR): 

yes it looks like a hive of enterprise and exchange. (CEO): Very soon all the riff-raff will be cleared 

away, we are going to build a new mall with top brand chain-stores and multi-storey parking”  

In the 1990s, I worked on the ‘right to sustainability’ (see Chapters 4&6).   Scene:  interview at BBC 

North: (BBC) “Is it true your Sustainable City-Region plan wants to shut the airport?? (JR): well, our 

calculations show that if Manchester Airport keeps doubling in size its CO2 emissions will be off the 

scale. (BBC): so why is the Leader of Manchester publicly calling for you to be sacked??   (JR): maybe 

he just doesn’t get global sustainability...  (BBC): but is he right in saying, if we stop expansion in 

Manchester, passengers will just hop over to London or Amsterdam, and the total CO2 from flights 

will be more?? (JR):  if we’re serious about global climate change, we have to think globally, not just 

case by case. (BBC): but the Airport now says their mission is to be the ‘world’s most sustainable 

airport’, what d’you think to that??” 

In the 2000s, I began to shift focus, from the ‘sustainability of things’, to the ‘sustainability of 

thinking’, which isn’t so simple.... (see Chapters 6&9).  Scene: Paris COP-21 follow-up with leading 

climate scientist. (JR): “so this 2 degree target depends on ‘carbon negative’ – is this realistic? 

(Scientist): yes it could be done with ‘BE’ (bio-energy) and ‘CCS’ (carbon capture / sequestration / 

storage).  (JR): so the massive changes to agriculture worldwide, and massive new carbon 

infrastructure, is all this realistic??  (Scientist): well technically this is the only realistic option.  (JR): 

ok, but we work on cities, and being realistic, these are messy, ungovernable, market-failed, 

institution-gap systems. (Scientist): ok but if there is no model for these things what can we say???”  

In other words, there are dilemmas, contradictions, gaps and traps all around. We need new ways of 

thinking, beyond the current departments and sectors and silos.  The cartoon sums up where this 

book is coming from:  
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Figure 1-1: INTRODUCTION & THE BIG IDEA 

 

 

1) WELCOME  
With such stories on the table, welcome, and here’s to explain how this book works.  

This Prologue sketches the big idea, and where it’s coming from, and the ‘big picture’ of visual 

thinking.  Then we have some FAQs:  how to work with problems which are ‘wider-deeper-longer’, 

how to mobilize an ‘open-mind-III’, and how to work with ‘Synergistic Pathways from Smart to Wise’.  

Following that, Chapter 2 is an introduction and ‘Outlook’. Chapter 3 sets out the Toolkits for 

mapping and design of synergistic pathways.  Chapters 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 explore Cities, Economies, 
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Ecologies, Technologies and Politics.  Then, Chapters 9 looks at ‘Insights’, and Chapter 10 looks at 

‘Pathways’ from global to local.    

You will see that each section of each chapter has a full page of pictures. These are the Pathway 

Mappings, about 44 in this book. The titles are put in SMALL CAPS ITALICS with a ‘III’ – e.g. ‘MONEY-III’, 

‘LOW-CARB-III’, ‘SMART-CITY-III’ and so on.  Each Pathway Mapping has various cartoons, 

conversations, and wiring diagrams.  Each shows a potential for transformation: on the left side of 

the picture are present day problems and ‘syndromes’: and on the right side, future opportunities 

and ‘synergies’.  All these are works-in-progress, distilled from many flip-charts on many projects in 

many countries. So we have a sub-sub-title, “mapping the future one flip-chart at a time”.     

Who is this book for and who are ‘we’?  The book is basically for people seeking a sustainable future, 

from local to global – designers, inventors, policy-makers, researchers, entrepreneurs, activists, 

anyone who wants to make a difference... So, ‘We’ means firstly the readers of this book. This 

version assumes some knowledge of sustainability, economics and politics: other (online) versions 

are geared for school-kids or students, businesses or policymakers.  ‘We’ also means a kind of 

‘multitude’, the collective of human society.1  Also, the text talks about ‘we’... this is my personal 

conversational way of presenting, to say ‘we can explore the open-mind’, and so on.  Also, most of 

my activity has been in teams, consortiums, partnerships, networks, and especially CURE (now the 

Collaboratory for Urban Resilience at the Manchester Urban Institute). So it’s almost impossible to 

say exactly who is ‘we’...   

Where is the book based?  For practical reasons the main case studies are Greater Manchester and 

the UK. There are examples from around the world, and a review of seven cities in Chapter 10, but a 

fully global perspective will have to follow later.  What can the book cover or not?  it can’t cover 

much detail in each of 44 Pathway Mappings, each one being a huge societal challenge. But it can 

explore the common threads and inter-connections between each of the pathways, for an open-

mind, collective intelligence.  For instance, climate change involves economics, politics, technology, 

culture, cities and so on.  And with synergistic pathways, there’s no limit to the inter-connections....  

Overall, the book is itself a What-If experiment. It’s a Collaboratorium, a zone of prototypes and 

innovation... ‘what-if we could organize our economy with real intelligence?’:   ‘what-if social 

learning is the key to climate change??’ or ‘what-if our smart city could be more wise’??  So, nothing 

here is ‘the answer’.  The synergistic pathways, and the models which emerge from them –  ‘Co-

opolis’ (mode-III cities), or ‘Eco-polis’ (mode-III ecologies), or ‘Co-polism’ (mode-III capitalism) – are 

rough sketches and live debates, to be continued and adapted and improvised, in the spirit of the 

open-mind...  

Finally, for a very different angle, readers are invited to a post-script in Chapter 11. This is a fictional 

workshop on ‘Open-Mind-Games’.  Five stories of open-mind-games are told by their players: Civil-

opoly, Capit-opoly, Ecol-opoly, Techn-opoly, and Polit-opoly. This Open-Mind-Game Workshop 

springs to life by extrapolation... but also springs accidentally 20 years into the future...  so while the 

players argue, the Open-Mind-Games begin to emerge … but not in the way we expected….  

 

                                                             
1 Hardt & Negri 1992 
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What’s the big idea? 
Like a bunch of kids playing with loaded guns, humanity has a Problem. Our self-destructive power is 

now far greater than our ability to manage it.  Climate change, feral finance, runaway technology, 

hyper-urbanization, obscene inequality, rampant corruption, or conventional military conflict – these 

are all catastrophically ‘open questions’.  To live with 7 billion people on one small planet, in peace 

and prosperity and sustainability, it seems we need a step change in the inter-connected mind, the 

‘inter-mind’, the collective intelligence and know-how for creating cities and societies which work for 

all.  This is more than ‘clever’ economics which builds house-of-cards with paper-thin derivatives: it’s 

more than technically ‘smart’ cities which also extract information and financial hierarchy – this is 

more about ‘wise’ in all possible ways.   

A ‘wise city’, a mode-III open-mind city, will mobilize the resources of all, to meet the needs of all. 

Such a city balances government with enterprise with community. Such a city not only builds units 

for shelter, but cultivates communities and livelihoods, like a well-tended garden.  

For economic systems, we need to learn the difference between ‘tonnes of stuff’ and real prosperity. 

We need to design for co-innovation and co-production, recirculatory finance and intelligent supply 

chains, with new insights from ‘synerg-onomics’. We can design socio-eco-business models with 

suppliers and users upstream and downstream: we can look beyond a self-destructive capitalism 

towards a wiser kind of ‘co-opolism’.  

A ‘wise governance’, with a mode-III open-mind politics, uses co-learning and co-production to 

mobilize the wisdom of crowds and networks. We can design wiser health services, education and 

others, with the resources and knowledge of providers and users. Most of all we look for pathways 

from hierarchy and alienation, towards equality and empowerment.   

For global challenges, we need to understand the dynamics of hyper-complex ‘smart-but-stupid’ 

systems, and how they trash our communities and life-support systems. Then we can begin to design 

wiser, more synergistic economies and technologies and societies at the global level.  And as local 

and global are so inter-connected, we look for local seeds which can grow into global pathways.  

And so on.  You will see many variations of the ‘co-‘ word and the ‘synergy’ word. Each word shows a 

different angle on the same basic idea – learning, thinking, creating and working together.  The ‘co-

intelligence’ beyond the individual, is the key to cities or economies or societies with co-learning and 

co-creation. ‘Synergistics’ is the art and science of systems which work together with co-intelligence.  

‘Co-evolution’ is shorthand here for a ‘cognitive collective evolution’, which can produce synergistic 

systems, not just as birds or fishes, but as humans.  

How to do all this??  We have to balance the aspirations with experience. Everywhere there are 

messy chaotic conflicts of power and ideology, in business or public service or civil society, facing 

problems without solutions. So, this book doesn’t aim to be a checklist. It does aim to provide maps 

for almost unknown territories, the synergistic pathways from smart to wise. 
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What’s the big picture? 
You might notice cartoons here and there, and wonder if this book is really serious?   So yes, this 

book is extremely serious, in fact it’s about the difference between life or death.   But these 

pathways aren’t just technical items, they are about looking ‘wider-deeper-longer’. They need to 

bridge between rational thinking and other forms of emotional or cultural or spiritual intelligence...  

and so it seems pictures and conversations are a good way to start. Theatre, music, film, dance or 

sculpture are also good for synergistic thinking and creative experience. It just happens that (a) 

pictures are easy to combine with text, and (b), pictures are my personal side-line. You will see the 

pictures here are deliberately simple with low-level technique, more or less like cave drawings, the 

main point being, that visual thinking should accessible to all.   

As for conversations, these are well suited to debates and dialogues, less about simple answers, 

more about journeys of enquiry (as found by Plato and many since).  And for the ‘wiring diagrams’ 

and systems mappings, there are many calls to ‘rewire the economy’, ‘road-map the future’, ‘design 

a new operating system’, or ‘visualize a new society’.  ‘Rewiring’ suggests that fixing an economy is 

as simple as fixing a car, which it isn’t: but a diagram is one place to start, and other kinds of visual 

thinking and mapping could take it further.  After all, a map is better for finding your way around the 

city than 5000 words.  And my personal instinct is, ‘when the going gets tough, the tough get 

drawing’....  

 

Figure 1-2: VISUAL THINKING & THE BIGGER PICTURE  
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2) FAQs 
To put the synergistic pathways into a nutshell, here are some Frequently Asked Questions... 

  

What is a City-III? 
A City-III is an ingenious web of collective intelligence, a weaving together of ideas, actions, values, 

experiences.  It’s more than a cluster of buildings, more like a cluster of collaboration and learning 

and shared knowledge, from the smallest village to a global urbanization. A City-III is like a 

Collaboratorium, a continuous experiment.  A City-III is actually a container for an Economy-III, 

Politics-III, or indeed a Civilization-III.  A City-III is not an object or a design template, but a process of 

learning and thinking...  
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What is Synergistics? 
 

How to be a City-III is all about synergies, meaning ‘working together’. There are synergies 

everywhere, between people, organizations, economies, technologies and so on. There are positive 

synergies of learning or thinking or collaborating. There are also negative synergies (here called 

‘syndromes’), of conflict, exploitation or paranoia, to name a few.  For instance, public health has 

many synergies with housing, education, food, employment or welfare, and success depends on all 

of them. To understand and work with synergies – this is the task of Synergistics, in theory and 

practice.   

Where to start?  Synergistic mapping works well with simple sketches or diagrams, on flipcharts or 

napkins or sticky notes, mapping people and organizations (‘actors’ and ‘factors’), with as much 

detail as needed at each stage. Then we can explore the nexus of their inter-connections. Then we 

begin to look beyond the normal boundaries and silos:   

- Wider, with communities of actors and factors, (people or organizations or institutions). This 

starts by drawing the people around the table, their inter-connections and exchanges. 

- Deeper, with different layers and domains (social, technical, economic, political etc). This 

also links different kinds of knowledge – know-what, know-how, know-who, know-why...  

- Longer, at further horizons for change, leading towards co-evolution and the synergistic 

pathways ‘from smart to wise’.  

No one person or organization or scientific field can understand or work with all these inter-

connections. So for this we need the open-mind, a co- (collective) intelligence, which can look wider, 

deeper and longer than any one individual or firm or department. The open-mind combines the co-

learning, co-knowledge, co-creation and co-production skills of many (see Chapter 9).   
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Figure 1-3: FAQs 
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What’s the difference between ‘smart’ and ‘wise’?  
Talking of transformations, it seems for every complex societal challenge (climate change, poverty, 

mental health etc), the way forward is with co-learning and co-knowledge. This doesn’t aim to know 

everything about everything, just enough to co-create or co-design systems, which work better with 

synergy between all involved.  So we have to ask what is this synergy thing?  It seems there are 

different levels. We can see the difference between ‘clever, smart or wise’:  or between 

‘mechanical-biological-human’ systems.  This is a basic “1-2-3” ‘operating system’ question:  

 

 ‘Mode-I’ (1.0): linear and ‘clever’: here the synergy works as a ‘functional system’: it follows 

direct instructions and responds to direct short term changes.  A linear-type machine or city can 

be very complex and clever, but with fixed functions and zero capacity to adapt or innovate.  For 

housing, a clever ‘Housing-I’ policy aims just to build maximum number of units.  

 ‘Mode-II’ (2.0): evolutionary and ‘smart’: here the synergy works as a ‘complex adaptive 

system’, evolving by natural selection and self-organization.  An evolutionary-type city could be 

very ‘smart’, but with un-thinking autonomous systems, which by their own logic tend to 

reinforce structures of power and inequality.   For housing, a smart ‘Housing-II’ system aims at 

markets and incentives in a situation of winners and losers.  

 ‘Mode-III’ (3.0): co-evolutionary and ‘wise’:  here the synergy works on the cognitive level with 

open-mind co-learning, co-innovation and co-creation.  A ‘wise’ city is organized by collective 

intelligence, which works not only on the material level but ‘wider-deeper-longer’.  A wise city 

recirculates all kinds of value, financial or material or cultural, between winners and losers, or 

between insiders and outsiders. A wise ‘Housing-III’ program aims beyond physical construction, 

towards liveable communities.  

 

This Mode-III or ‘3.0’ is useful in mapping almost any human-centred problem or challenge, (e.g. 

social, economic or political), and designing responses, for the transformation from ‘smart’ to ‘wise’. 

The 44 ‘pathway mappings’ in this book include topical themes such as HOUSING-III, CLIMATE-III, 

FINANCE-III, and CIRCUL-ONOMICS-III.   Some examples:  

 Economy-III: An economic / financial system which includes diverse non-material values, 

responsive to global limits, creative and resilient, self-organizing and self-stabilizing.    

 Governance-III:  a networked system of decision-making and management of shared resources, 

with pro-active participation, with social media for open-mind real-time collaboration.   

 

What is a ‘synergistic pathway’? 
If we know where we are going and how to travel, we could use a ‘road-map’. But if goals are fuzzy, 

the routes are many, and uncertainties are all around, we need something more flexible and 

creative, more like a pathway.  And if the pathway depends on synergistic thinking, and a wider-

deeper-longer co-intelligence, which can transform from smart towards a wise system, then we talk 

about a ‘synergistic pathway from smart to wise’.  Such pathways start from present day 

‘syndromes’ and lead towards future ‘synergies’.  They adapt and emerge as they go along, 

combining technical left-brain with holistic right-brain thinking.  In this book, each full-page Pathway 

Mapping aims to show this graphically: it shows syndromes (problems) on the left, and synergies 

(ways forward) on the right. 
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What is the synergistic cycle? 
Following the ‘wider-deeper-longer’ view, we can move from analysis of ‘problems’, to creative 

design of ‘responses’. For this we use the ‘synergistic cycle’, a pattern of thinking about complex 

issues, with four main stages. This can be done in open debate, or as a desk study, it can be more 

about analysis or about design of an ORGANIZATION-III.  It can be part of a FORESIGHT-III which looks to 

the future, or an EVALUATION-III which learns from the past, or many other variations. The basic cycle 

has four stages with three steps in each:  

a) Syndrome mapping: the landscape, baseline, and the issues / challenges on the table:  

b) Change mapping: the drivers of change, dynamics, risks and alternative futures:  

c) Synergy mapping: the opportunities, visions, innovations, transformations:  

d) Pathway mapping: practical ways forward, with road-maps, strategy and management:  

 

This 4-stage cycle also helps to understand co-intelligence, not just as a ‘thing’ but as a process:  

a) Co-learning:  collaborative skills, information & exchange:  

b) Co-knowing:  collaborative knowledge which is wider & deeper than the individual: 

c) Co-creation / co-design: creative insight, imagination & innovation 

d) Co-production:  roadmap / workshop / workbench / toolkit:    

 

What’s the ‘synergistic toolkit’ and who is it for? 
The Synergistic Toolkit is like a box of methods and tools and techniques, to help with synergistic 

thinking.  This toolkit is arranged by eight questions. The first four are more about the context:  

 Who are the users and user communities? (Knowledge, debate or action) 

 Why are they involved? (scientific agendas, societal issues, practical needs).  

 “Whither” are the underlying concepts? (the ‘wider-deeper-longer’ framework).   

 Which are the key themes and main focus? (Social, technical, economic etc).  

 

The next four questions are more about how the toolkit works: 

 What kind of applications are most useful? (evaluation, foresight, etc). 

 How to use the various tools? (network mapping, visual thinking, matrix analysis). 

 Where are the best spaces and places? (labs, forums, agoras, round tables, etc). 

 When to do what in the process? (the Synergistic Cycle, from mapping to design).  

 

 

What the book is or not  
 

Firstly, what about the darker side of power, inequality and conflict? There aren’t easy answers here. 

Where there is a possibility of negotiation and mediation, synergistics can help in pathway mapping. 

Where conflict is inevitable, synergistics should help the forces of wisdom to prevail....  Each chapter 

here sketches the darker sides, not to create outrage, but rather to look for pathways forward.  
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‘Cities’ looks at sprawl and segregation; ‘Economies’ looks at out-of-control finance;  ‘Technologies’ 

looks at the existential challenge of digital intelligence; ‘Politics’ looks at inequality and corruption.  

Each of these is about transformation in the outer material world, in parallel with the inner personal 

world. So this book finishes, just where another one is called for, on pathways for ‘inner space’ with 

cultural, psychological, ethical and spiritual dimensions...   

Secondly, you will see this book doesn’t have catchy anecdotes, or self-help checklists, or sound-bite 

statistics. It doesn’t put up the brave sustainability ‘good guys’, against the corporate neo-liberalist 

‘bad guys’.  It looks beyond simple divisions.  You can read other books about the science, politics, 

economics or technology of climate change.  Here we look for the inter-connections both positive 

negative and disruptive ... and then we explore possible pathways through the jungle.  

Thirdly, these 44 Pathway Mappings aren’t ‘the answer’.  Everything here is in flux – finance, 

governance, technologies, lifestyles – way beyond any textbooks or manuals – and every sector in 

every city is different.  So this book doesn’t claim objective truth or guaranteed solutions. It aims to 

show ways of thinking, which are more likely than not, to lead to positive results, within the bounds 

of power and conflict.  On that note, for some the political agenda of power and conflict is at the 

centre of everything. This book is as critical of power and inequality as any other, but its focus is on 

synergies between the political and social, cultural, technological or ecological dimensions.   

Fourthly, this book sets a challenge for ‘science’ and ‘knowledge’ among other things (as in SCIENCE-

III, Chapter 7: or SOCIAL-MIND-III, Chapter 9): what kind of research system or education system, can 

work with the messy complexity and inter-connectedness, and still be ‘useful’ or ‘relevant’? 

Overall this book is itself a ‘how to be’ ... a Collaboratorium of co-learning, co-creation, co-innovation 

and co-production.  It explores ‘wider-deeper-longer’ than normal boundaries.   It maps a kind of 

‘social weft’ for the re-weaving of society.  It points to the open-mind, with a ‘mode-III’ co-evolution, 

a new kind of operating system based on co-intelligence. It points towards a post-post capitalism, a 

new ‘co-opolism’ based on the open-mind principles.  It explores 44 synergistic pathways towards 

the open-mind, in cities, economies, ecologies, technologies, and politics.  But there is much more to 

explore. We live, as they say, in interesting times...   

 

  


